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CARMA & IDEX
How can CARMA help you during IDEX 2023?

IDEX, the International Defence Exhibition & Conference, 
is the world’s most important tri-service defence 
exhibition. 

To help you stay informed and leverage our extensive 
experience working with key players within the Defence sector, 
CARMA is offering a range of media intelligence services to 
keep you up-to-date on the latest news and insights from the 
event, including: 

• Daily Executive Briefings – Executive Management 
level reports, ideal as a quick but comprehensive overview 
of what is happening and what you need to know.

• Real-time Alerts – via WhatsApp, Email, SMS, or 
Telegram. Customized for breaking news, key 
spokespeople statements, competitor announcements, 
etc.

• Media Analysis Reports – in-depth, human-curated 
media analysis, evaluation, and reputation insight reports.

CARMA integrates traditional and 
social media monitoring, 
measurement, and evaluation.

Choosing the right media intelligence partner empowers you to 
make better decisions by delivering what matters, when it 
matters.

We equip you to tell the stories that prove PR’s value. From 
automated monitoring to a fully managed monitoring, 
measurement, analysis and consultancy service, CARMA’s 
expertise helps you separate the news from noise to uncover 
what is most important to your organisation.



Daily Executive
Briefings



What is it and why do you need it

Daily Executive Briefings save your team 
time from having to sift through 
thousands of content sources to produce 
their own internal news briefings. 
Our team of experienced news 
researchers can do the heavy lifting and 
provide fully customized and branded 
reports delivered to your senior team as 
often as you need them.

Daily Executive Briefings are expertly curated custom reports that include the 
most critical headlines and breaking stories. 

They help you keep your senior stakeholders informed about the news affecting your 
business and brand reputation, so they can better respond, react, and prioritize 
activities. How do our Executive News Briefings add value to you?    

Save time

Working with our experts across the 
world, you can tailor executive briefings 
for different markets to ensure they have 
the media intelligence they need in a 
digestible format every morning. Our 
team services multiple markets across 
different time zones, including Asia, 
Europe, MENA, and the USA. 

Tailored to your market

Because endless browsing is not an 
option for busy executives, we monitor 
all forms of media to collect the news 
that matters. We filter the data, quantify 
it, and create detailed summary reports 
that make it easy for our clients’ 
executive teams to know how their 
company is being portrayed locally, 
regionally, and internationally.

Keep your C-suite informed



Real-time      
Alerts



Breaking News services that are solely triggered by 
keywords can drown you in content or miss the 
issues that are of key importance of your 
organization.

Our Real-time team listen to every relevant 
conversation and track all influencers or hashtags 
using both automated and manual research 
methods flag the content that is of strategic 
importance to ensure that you are never caught 
out.

Working together we’ll define the issues that of 
most  importance to your stakeholders. 

CARMA’s Real-time Alerts Service defines issues and topics that are of most importance to your 
stakeholders concerning IDEX by tracking any trending topics on digital media and flagging the 
content that is of strategic importance to you as it breaks. A team of professional editors works 
24/7 to clear the noise for you and deliver what matters to your organization via email, 
WhatsApp, or text message. 

Fully Curated
While daily alerts are crucial, there are some stories 
that you need to know about as soon as they happen, 
to be able to foresee a potential risk and mitigate it 
before it occurs.

CARMA’s team of editors work 24/7 across the globe 
to cut through the noise and highlight the news that 
matters, as it breaks.

Our 24-hour approach means we cut through the 
noise and get you the content that matters before 
anyone else in your organization.

Timely Manner
Advanced Alerts: We provide the ability to send 
customized alerts with advance requirements and 
metrics like (Summary, Tags, Sentiment, Countries, 
Screenshots, Translation)

Dashboard: A customized dashboard to track the most 
important metrics (Volume, Sentiment, Tags, 
Language, Countries, Top Sources)

Media Types: social media platforms and online news 
websites.

Languages: All Languages

Sending Method: Email, WhatsApp, Telegram or text 
message

Customisation

What is it and why do you need it



Media Analysis 
Reports



No two organizations are the same, no two PR 
programs are the same, no two audiences are 
the same, so why should we take the same 
approach to your PR measurement? At CARMA, 
our experienced team will customize your 
service for you, your audience, and your 
organization. We don’t just present data – we 
analyze it, interpret it, highlight opportunities, 
and empower each of our clients to make better 
decisions.

No ‘one size fits all’
Media evaluation measures the success of 
communication efforts by analyzing various metrics 
and providing actionable insights. Our insight 
experts analyze key metrics to measure success 
through analyzing key metrics, ranging from 
quantitative covering reach, engagement, and geo-
breakdown to qualitative metrics measuring spokes 
people visibility, Key message penetration, 
tonality…  We partner with you to understand your 
objectives and to deliver actionable insights and 
recommendations. 

Our evaluation can go as far as measuring impact 
on reputation, awareness, trust, business 
performance business goals such as sales.

Measuring successIndustry Leaders
CARMA, as a member of AMEC (International 
Association for the measurement and Evaluation 
of communication), implements industry 
standards to assist PR and communication 
teams in determining the significance of their 
efforts through showing the correlation between 
communication plans and the organization's 
priorities. 

What is it and why do you need it
Done right, Media intelligence helps inform business priorities, budget spend, comms plans, 
and go-to-market strategies. It allows you to understand performance against objectives and 
demonstrate the impact of activities on your bottom line. It enables you to evaluate and 
quantify success. And it helps guide your marketing and overall business strategy. 

CARMA’s media measurement goes beyond simply counting activity-driven metrics to 
measuring what matters and elevating the strategic contribution made by PR and 
comms.
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